Steering

Ultimate Power Steering System

A brand new custom built power steering box that bolts directly to the Early Bronco frame
with NO drilling required! Direct bolt up means this system is as easy as it gets for adding the much needed addition of power steering to your Early Bronco. Our system uses a
slightly modiﬁed version of our tried and true Saginaw Pump matched with
our specially built tight tolerance (for less slack in the wheel) steering box.
Short 3 1/3 turn box means quick response and excellent control
for a “sporty” more modern feel. Cast in gussets on the box make it
stronger and less susceptible to cracking. The stock pitman arm bolts
right up. Sits the same distance below the frame as a stock box so
factory steering geometry is maintained. Comes with all necessary components including: Box, Zinc plated pump mounting bracket, Zinc plated
adjusting bracket, pressure hose, return hose, aluminum pulley for the steering pump, steering shaft coupler and all necessary hardware. 2 groove V-Pulleys
for crank and water pump are necessary.
HD Mount Kit includes a 3/8” thick reinforcement plate, sleeve and hardware
to notch and reinforce the frame in order to utilize the fourth ear on the steering
box. Highly recommended for anyone running over a 35” tire or ram assist.
#3227 Ultimate Power Steering System $1099
RACE
#3230 Optional Heavy Duty Mount Kit $29.95

TESTED

rock

Shown with
#3230 Optional
Heavy Duty
Mount Kit

proven
Thank you, thank you, thank you! This past spring I purchased and installed
your Ultimate Power Steering Kit. Unbelievable. I bought my ‘71 in ‘85 and
tolerated the manual steering until ‘93. It has lockers front and rear, combined with the manual steering that meant that I could go over anything, but
around nothing. When the manual box ﬁnally gave out I tried a Ford 2WD
setup but the bump steer was ridiculous. I then went with a used Bronco
system. Yuck! Slow ratio and pumps that whined and failed every six months.
Finally I saw this Ultimate system and after much debate, bit the bullet and
bought it. I giggle everytime I turn the wheel. I’ve always loved my Bronco,
but nothing like I do now. Thank you James Duff!!! —C. Lear

Power Steering Cooler

Order/Tech
m-f 10-6 eastern
865.938.6696
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Slow speed four wheeling, big tires or a front locker make the power steering
pump work harder. This produces excessive heat buildup,
which if not released will drastically shorten
the
life of the pump and the box seals. Ensure the
longevity of your power steering system with the
addition of this heavy duty four pass ﬂuid cooler.
3/4” x 5” x 7.5” cooler is designed to ﬁt in front
of the core support for optimum airﬂow and
cooling. Comes with necessary hose and clamps
for mounting. A must have for any serious four
wheeler.
#3127 Power Steering Cooler $89.95

#5473

A drop pitman arm is not required on all lifted vehicles. If you have already installed
your suspension system and are experiencing excessive bump steer or excessive wear on
the drag link is apparent then install a drop pitman arm to cure this.
#5473 Drop Pitman Arm 66-75 $64.75
#5474 Drop Pitman Arm 76-77 $69.75

Adjustable Track Bars

With up to 3” of adjustability this will get the front end centered under
your rig and help correct steering woes. Work with up to 6” of lift on
66-77, 9” of lift on 78-79. Black powdercoated, includes poly bushings.
#5403 Adj. Track Bar, 66-75 $139.95
#5404 Adj. Track Bar, 76-77 $139.95
#5408 Adj. Track Bar, 78-79 Bronco $149.95

#5474

Steering

Drop Pitman Arms

Tie Rod & Drag Link

OEM style rubber end boots included. Stock style adjustable drag
link for T-style steering allows proper alignment. Street legal all
50 states. Works with up to 6” of lift.
#5470 Tie Rod 66-75 T-type, complete $210
#5471 Drag Link 66-75 T-type $220
#5479A Adj. Drag Link, 66-75 $179

Heim Joint Steering Systems

Replace your weak or rock rashed stock steering with one
of our tough new steering systems. We use 1.25” DOM with
a .2815” wall thickness threaded (no weld in insert) for
maximum strength and clearance. We attach the drag link
to the tie rod via a saddle to maintain factory geometry
and to eliminate the use of long spacers and additional
torque on the passenger side knuckle. We use misalignment
spacers around the high quality Teﬂon lined 3/4” rod ends
and GR8 bolts to prevent binding and allow full articulation of the joint. Requires drilling out your knuckles and
pitman arm to 3/4” (except with our new knuckles that are
machined 3/4”). Can be installed over or under the knuckle
with included hardware. We include all metal lock nuts and
cotter pins to drill and secure everything in place. Comes
black powdercoated with detailed instructions.
We carry two basic setups:
Setup A: Measures 48” (knuckle to knuckle) Fits 66-75 drum knuckles, or disc conversions using Duff, Chevy or the 79 F150/Bronco knuckle
Setup B: Measures 51” (knuckle to knuckle) Fits 76-77 Ford Disc knuckles
To get you the correct one we need two measurements on your vehicle; from center to center of your knuckles where the tie rod goes
through and from the center of the pitman arm to the center of the PASSENGER side knuckle. These kits are based on a stock location
steering box. We want both of these measurements because they will vary depending on lift height, steering box and the front end/
knuckle setup you have. Also note that there is a signiﬁcant amount of adjustment with 2 joints on each linkage.
Check your local regulations before ordering as some states will not pass
inspection with heim joints in the steering system.
#5640-A Setup A $359
#5640-B Setup B $379
#5640-C Call for pricing on custom setups
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Brakes

Front Disc Brake Conversion

Are you tired of front brakes that fade after repeated
use and go away completely when wet? If so, then this
conversion kit is the one for you! We developed this kit
for 71-75 Broncos and F150s with ball joint Dana 44
front axles originally equipped with drum brakes; it
will not ﬁt Dana 30s.
The stars of this kit are our knuckles. We took the
best of each of the Dana 44 knuckles and added .30
thickness in the weak areas and kept the maximum
offset for wheel clearance. We’ve now made the
give us a call
knuckles more versatile by machining them 3/4”
M-F 10-6 EST
straight through (ready for bolts for heim steering
systems) or use our machined adapters (included) from
865.938.6696
the top or bottom to use stock style steering. The knuckles
and hangers utilize nodular cast iron which is actually heavier duty than Ford and other weak stamped
steel brakes! Our kit includes knuckles, caliper hangers (mounting brackets), rebuilt calipers, brake pads,
brake hoses, hubs, 11” rotors, banjo bolts, spindles w/nuts and studs. Proportioning Valve, Bearings & Seals and Ball Joints are
sold separately (as some like to reuse or source on their own.) You may need these when installing disc brakes. This kit
will work only with the early style wheel to wheel tie rod & 71-75 F150’s, not inverted Y tie rods.
#3730 Ft. Disc Brake Conversion Kit $999
#3737 Disc Brake & Knuckle Flip Conversion Kit $1285
#3731 Knuckles & Caliper Hangers Only* $459
Better than OEM these
#3735 Tapered 3/4” Adapter Sleeve $17.50 ea.
high quality joints are splined to prevent slipping.
Includes one upper and one lower, does one side. Two
*For the budget minded who want to piece together
sets are needed for a front end.
their own kit. Does not include knuckle adapter sleeves.
#3825 Ball Joint, Upper & Lower, pair $55

?’s

Balljoints

Tie Rod Over Knuckle Flip Kit,
Adjustable Tie Rod & Drag Link
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We know that there are rocks and stumps out there with your tie
rod’s name on them! To keep them out of harm’s way we developed this kit to relocate the tie rod on top of the knuckle, 3”
higher than stock! This creates a ﬂatter drag link which helps
reduce bump steer. Works on any Ford Disc Braked Dana 44 (large
#3729
#3729 Tie
Tie Rod
Rod over
over Knuckle
Knuckle Complete
Complete Kit
Kit
5 bolt pattern) including our conversion. Includes our Knuckles
with machined adapters (as described above), adjustable steering
stops, new spindle studs and nuts, adjustable drag link and two-way adjustable tie rod. Available as an option on our Disc Brake Conversion or as a stand
alone kit. Requires a stock 67-75 pitman arm or our drop pitman arm. 76-77
require use of our #5406 Track Bar Raise Bracket (See pg.
20). Adjustable tie rod and drag link are also available
separately for precise steering alignments and equal side
to side turning radius.
#3729 Tie Rod over Knuckle Complete Kit $695
#5478 Adjustable Tie Rod $295
#5479 Adjustable Drag Link $179

Brakes

Rear Disc Brake Conversion

This kit is a direct bolt on, comprised of completely
new parts — no junkyard salvaging or piecing
together! It utilizes readily available GM style
calipers and pads and replaces the backing
plate and drum assembly. Works with your
stock axles, requires no machining or special
axles. Works with all types of 9” axles currently available. Available with or without park
brake.
Kit Includes: 11 9/16” rotors with 5 x 5 1/2” bolt
pattern (not re-drilled or universal), Zinc plated
Caliper Brackets (clockable to allow different caliper
positions, making it compatible with most dual shock
mounts), spacer plates, Calipers (with or without park brake),
Brake hoses from caliper to hard line and brackets for mounting the
junction. Park brake kit also includes: cable to caliper adapters to connect the
park brake cable to the caliper.
#3716 9” Rear Disc Kit, 3/8” retaining bolts $589
#3717 9” Rear Disc Kit, 1/2” retaining bolts $589
#3718 9” Rear Disc Kit, with park brake, 3/8” retaining bolts $899

Stock Length
OE Style Brake Hoses

I just wanted to let you know that I was
impressed with your customer service
(assisting) with the power steering and
brakes for my Bronco the other day. I had
heard good things from my friends about
James Duff and I am deﬁnitely pleased.
Regards, S. Schulte
Black Mountain ORV
Park in Harlan County,
Kentucky is a beautiful park founded in the
heart of Coal Country.
harlancountytrails.com
We visit this area both
with the KY Mountain
Crawlers (kymc.org) and
with the MEB (earlybroncos.com) during
Fawl Crawl in October.

DOT approved factory style and length hoses.
#3734 Ft. discs to diff, pair (requires adapters on 76-77 Dana 44) $59
#3748 Passenger Front, 76-77 $49.50
#3749 Driver Front, 76-77 $49.50
#3752 Rear diff to frame 66-77 $42.50
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Brakes

Power Brake Booster Kit

Braided Stainless Master
Cylinder to Proportioning
Valve Lines

These stainless steel braided hoses replace
the old factory rubber hoses and hard line
from the master cylinder to the proportioning valve. Sold in pairs. To eliminate the
guesswork, our complete kit includes all
ﬁttings for stock variations and Duff applications.

Proportioning Valve Frame
Bracket

Stock replacement to ﬁt on the frame rail. Works with stock and
most aftermarket prop valves. Black painted, includes bolts for prop
valve. #3738 Prop Valve Bracket $15

Proportioning Valve
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Necessary for stock Discs or our Front
Disc Brake Kit. These valves distribute
pressure properly to the front and rear
brakes. Two different valves one for disc/
drum the other for disc/disc. Electric plug for the wiring brake
warning light (sold separately) It comes on if there is a pressure
difference between the front and rear indicating a leaking line,
caliper or wheel cylinder.
#3746 Disc/Drum $89
#3747 Disc/Disc $89
#3739 Brake Light Warning Wiring $10

Speciﬁcally designed for the Early Bronco, our system brings the
Bronco’s hydraulic brake system up to modern standards. This
Premium 8” Vacuum brake booster provides better power brakes
without denting the inner fender well! This brand new (not rebuilt)
booster is cadmium plated for superior corrosion resistance and long
lasting good looks. Uses a similar booster bracket design as factory,
for optimum reliability and linkage alignment. We’ve included everything you’ll need
except the brake ﬂuid, even a pair of hoses
to go between the master cylinder and
the proportioning valve or block valve.
Stainless Steel Braid Hoses feature a
smaller inner diameter over stock
rubber hoses and won’t swell- which
means increased performance and
improved brake feel. Plus there is
NO fabricating brake lines to make
it all work!
#3707 1 1/8” bore Master
Cylinder Booster Kit $435

OEM Style Brake
Booster Bracket

This booster bracket is styled after
Ford’s 76-77
bracket, modiﬁed to accommodate disc
or drum brakes on
66-77 Broncos with 6 cylinder or V8, even 351. This blue powder
coated bracket comes with gold zinc plated bell crank, clevis pins,
adjustable push rod and accordion boot for the hole in the ﬁrewall.
Designed for use with stock style booster. Requires clearancing
the fender well. Many people are also using this to mount custom
hydroboost setups with some modiﬁcations.
#3700 Power Brake Booster Bracket $145

“Thanks for the help and technical knowhow to complete my dream Bronco.”
—Todd Krienke, Yakima, WA

Adjustable
Proportioning Valve

Works great for front Disc/Drum or Disc/Disc
applications. Helps eliminate premature rear
wheel lock up. Easy turn dial means near inﬁnite
ability to ﬁne-tune the front to rear brake bias.
#3745 Adjustable Proportioning Valve $59

Brakes

E-Brake Cables

This high quality, easy to install universal
replacement cable can replace any one of the
3 pieces necessary to run the length of your
66-77. It differs from the original only in the
fact that it is longer and can be shortened
to replace any of the three. Replacing your
cables is a must if you’ve lifted your rig and
your stock cables are tight, working against
you as a limiting strap!
#3756 Universal Cable $35 each

shop 24/7 on our cart site:
www.dufftuff.com

If this is what you have resorted to
for your E-Brake, it might be time to
replace those E-brake cables.

Extended Length Stainless
Braided Brake Hoses

Lifted Broncos with lots of travel
need longer brake lines to get the
most from the suspension. Our custom
lines are stainless steel and DOT approved for
street legality as well as being longer to accommodate suspension travel. These lines won’t swell
under pressure like rubber ones. Smaller inside
diameter increases pedal feel and brake
response. Beware many
replacement lines are not DOT
approved! We have these specially made so you
don’t have to guess when it comes to the safety and soundness of your brakes. Fits stock to 6” lifted 66*-77 Broncos.
Note: *66 & 67 may need adapted to ﬁt front hose.
#3931 Stainless Braided Hoses, 0-6” lift, 66-77, pair $79

Jason Kindschuh does a face plant on Jagged Edge at Superlift ORV
Park during the OCBR Roundup. He spent a long 5 minutes anchored
on the brakes ‘til the calvary got him down!
Oklahoma Classic Broncos Roundup is held at Superlift ORV Park in
Hot Springs, Arkansas. A family oriented event with great wheeling,
good times and 122 registered Broncos in 2010. Dates for 2011 will
be September 22-24th. For more info visit: okclassicbroncos.net
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Drivetrain

Warn Hubs

For the ultimate in hubs,
the name Warn says it
all. Alloy housing and
internal wave spring
ensure positive engagement of four wheel drive to
the front end. If you’re tired
of your stock Ford hubs with worn out springs and collars, these
make a quick and worthwhile replacement to end hassles forever.
Warn Lifetime Warranty. Choose standard hub with plastic dial
or the Premium Hub with Brass plated Aluminum dial. Fits 66-96
Bronco and F-150.
#5905 Standard Hubs $94.95 pair
#5910 Premium Hubs $114.95 pair

Hub Tool

Keep this item in your tool box at all times! It
is necessary for front bearing, brake or inner
axle shaft work. Don’t let anyone use a chisel
and screwdriver on your lock nuts as this not
only damages them but guarantees an improperly torqued wheel bearing. This can lead to
bearing failure or even the whole hub, rotor,
tire and wheel coming off! Uses 1/2” drive.
Works on Dana 30, 44 and Warn Full Floaters.
#5900 Hub Tool $19

Wheel Hubs

For disc brakes, studs included.
#3736 Ft. Hub, 76-77, each $95

always ﬁnd the latest at www.jamesduff.com

LubeLocker Gaskets

If you’re tired of beating your diff
cover with a hammer, spending
forever trying to getting the old
RTV off, picking all the little
ﬂakes off the ring gear, making
a mess trying to get the cover on,
cleaning the extra RTV off the axle, and
then waiting for it to setup before you can add oil, then
Throw away your RTV—LubeLocker Gaskets are the way to go.
Rubber coated, steel core construction with elastomer
beading makes for an excellent seal.
#5767-1 Dana 30 LubeLocker $22.50
#5767-2 Dana 44 LubeLocker $22.50
#5767-3 Ford 9” LubeLocker $22.50
#5767-6 Dana 60 LubeLocker $22.50

“JD is #1 when it comes to
getting those “hard to ﬁnd”
items. You sell top of the
line parts. I recommend your
company to all my friends
and Bronco owners for great
service and parts.”
—F. Todd Virginia
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Wheel Bearings
and Seal Kit

Each kit includes an inner and outer
bearing with races and an inner wheel
seal. A great addition to our disc brake
kit. One kit needed per side.
#3840 Dana 44 Bearing Kit $45

Dana 44 Spindles

High quality spindles mean durability and longevity.
Come with interior needle bearings.
#3733 Spindles, 76-77, pr. $199

Spindle Nuts

Includes inner & outer nut and lock ring.
Fit Dana 30 or Dana 44, per side.
#3728 Spindle Nuts, per side $13.95

Inner Spindle Bearing,
Shims and V Seal Kit

Replaces the existing inner spindle bearing
(the bearing inside the spindle that the axle
rides on). Comes with necessary shims and
seals including the V seal that installs on the
axle and rides against the spindle.
#3842 Inner Spindle Bearing, Shims & V Seal Kit $10.50

The best needle bearing u-joints on the market. We use these heavy
duty, high quality greaseless Spicer U-joints because let’s face it, no
one greases the greasable as they should and these take the abuse!
Part#
3815-10
3815-30
3815-50
3765-44
3765-60

Application
1310 Driveshaft
1330 Driveshaft
1350 Driveshaft
Dana 44 Axle
Dana 60 Axle

Cap Dia.
1.060
1.060
1.185
1.185
1.375

Clip-Clip
3.225
3.635
2.225
2.225
3.090

Price Ea.
$19.95
$21.95
$24.95
$29.95
$39.95

Dana 44
1310

Hi Ho Silver and the
Pony joined Stacey
David’s Crazy Horse in
his Nashville Studio for
his show “Gearz”. Stacey
interviewed James about
his racing days and the
history of the Pony. Then
Suzy about the future
of JDI and Mark about
the mods JDI did to Ted
Nugent’s Full Size Bronco
for the show. For more
info: staceydavid.com or
gearztv.com

Long Travel Driveshafts

Our long travel driveshafts are perfect for suspensions with lots
of ﬂex! The last thing you want at full droop is your driveline
coming apart! Our high quality drivelines feature full length
splines for lots of travel. DOM with a steel center Spicer CV
housing, and heavy duty greaseless Spicer 1310 U-joints. Come
ready to install, precision balanced for long lasting vibration
free operation and painted black for rust prevention. To ensure
that the shaft will be the proper length, measure from yoke face
to yoke face, as shown in the diagram below. #3813 sold below
will be necessary to convert 66-69 (Borg Warner style) to (Spicer
1310 style). 12 month/12,000 miles warranty against failure due
to manufacturers defects.
#3818 Front Long Travel Driveshaft $349
#3819 Rear Long Travel Driveshaft $349

?’s on measuring?
just give us a call m-f 10-6
eastern 865.938.6696

Drivetrain

Spicer Driveshaft & Axle U-Joints

#3813

Spicer Driveshafts

Heavy duty, high quality Spicer
driveshafts come fully assembled with
CV and U-joints. Designed speciﬁcally for
stock height or Broncos with 2-3.5” of lift. *#3813
can be used to convert 66-69 (Borg Warner style) to
70-77 (Spicer 1310 style) driveshaft front & rear.
Boot not included. To ensure that the shaft will
be the proper length, measure from yoke face
to yoke face, as shown in the diagram above.
12 month/12,000 miles warranty against
failure due to manufacturers defects.
#3811 Front, 66-69* 70-77 $289
#3812 Rear, 66-69* 70-77 $289
#3813 Yoke/Flange, 66-69 $79
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Transfercase & Transmission

NV3550 Transmission and Adapter

4 to 1 low ﬁrst gear and .22% overdrive means excellent driveability both on and off road. This transmission is great as a
daily driver and weekend wheeler. Its smaller overall size lends itself easily to swapping in without the need for relocating the transfer case or driveline changes. This transmission has a 300 lb.-ft Torque rating with
a 7,200# GVWR (11,000# GCW). Required to do this swap is an adapter from the transmission
to a stock bellhousing complete with clutch disk and an adapter to the transfer case with
shifter bracket, cross member mounting kit, shifter knob and handle. At least a
1” body lift eases installation. J shift T-cases require use of twin stick.
#3670 NV3550 Complete Swap Kit $2595 (includes everything listed below)
#3671 NV3550 Transmission, Rebuilt $1799
#3672 NV3550 to Dana 20 Transfercase and T-case shifter bracket $478
#3673 Adapter from transmission to stock Bellhousing and clutch disk $273
#3674 Crossmember mounting kit $189
#3676 Shifter Handle, 2003+ Trans $29
#3677 Shifter Handle, Square Trans base $29

Billet Shifter Knobs

Brushed Billet aluminum shifter knob CNC’d with NV 3550 shift
pattern. Threaded 3/8”-16 but will likely need to be easily drilled
and tapped to ﬁt most 3550 shifters. Includes jam nut.
#2161-3550 Billet NV 3550 Knob $35
Joe Rizzo’s NV3350
shifter installation with
a Duff Transfer Case
Shifter. @Paragon for
the MEB Bronco 40th.

Atlas II Transfer Case

The Advance Adapter Atlas II is an unbelievably strong 2 Speed replacement case. With a 3.8, 4.3
or 5.0:1 low range, it gives the beneﬁts of lower gears for crawling and allows for higher gears in
the axles to maintain highway comfort and gas mileage. Twin stick shifter
with shift on the ﬂy capability with synchronized gears. Unit comes fully
assembled ready to be installed with CV style output yokes. Rear drive line
will need to be shortened, as the Atlas is 2.5-3.5” longer (depending on
tranny output.) Front drive line may have to be lengthened. A 2” body lift
is highly recommended for installation. Please note we can also order the
4 Speed Atlas but it is a very involved installation. Due to the various
options available please call for more info this special order item.
#3440 Atlas Transfer Case, 4.3 Low Range $2395
#3441 Atlas Transfer Case, 3.8 Low Range $2395
#3444 Atlas Transfer Case, 5.0 Low Range $2395
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Hi Ho Loco has an Atlas II 5.0 Transfer Case with cable shifters mated
to an Art Carr’d C6. Our #5350 Radius Arms with Coilovers hold a
Dana 60 under the front. Our One Ton 4 Link secures a 10.25 Sterling
running 42” Iroks under the back. Wheelbase is stretched to 97”
(2.5” F/R) under the 8” narrowed body with a 3” body lift.

Order/ Tech Line
m-f 10-6
865-938-6696

This setup will give a Bronco a super low 1st gear approximately double that
of the stock 3-speed. The NP435 can be found in 67-83 F100-F350. The T18
can be found in 68-82 F100-F250. The trans you select must have a 28 spline
output shaft. The new overall length of the NP435 and the adapter will directly
replace the original V8 assembly, so no driveshaft modiﬁcation is necessary. The
T18 and adapter are approximately 1” longer than the original V8 assembly so
driveshaft mods are necessary. This kit includes a machined aluminum adapter
housing, gaskets and bolts. The gearshift handle will have to be rebent to come
out under the dash. Mods to the ﬂoorboard will also be necessary.
#3555 NP435 & T18 to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $440

C4 Automatic

These parts are just like the stock 73-77 Bronco parts no longer available from Ford. This kit consists of a new main shaft,
tailhousing, bearing retainer, seal and hardware. The installation
is easy since the crossmember bolts directly to the new tail section. Your 3-speed drive sleeve might need shortened to use with
the new output shaft. No driveshaft modiﬁcations are necessary.
An aftermarket shifter or C4 Auto shifter from a Mustang, Pinto or
73-77 Bronco will be needed.
#3510 C4 to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $479

C6 Automatic

If you want the extra strength of a C6 trans, this is the adapter
kit to use. The modiﬁcations are a bit more extensive than for the
C4, but for heavy duty use this trans is a better choice. You must
have a 4WD C6 trans with a 31 spline output shaft. The shaft will
have to be shortened. If you have a 66-68 Bronco, you will have
to replace the front driveshaft with the later style, #3811 and
#3813 Companion Flange. If you have a 73-77 Bronco with the JPattern transfer case shifter, the mounting assembly and possibly
the shift rails will have to be modiﬁed or replaced with our #2150
J-Pattern Transfer Case Shifter to reduce the modiﬁcations. You
will also need an automatic shifter. This kit includes a new extension housing, a new 31 spline spud shaft, bearing retainer and
necessary gaskets, seals and hardware. Note: Transfer case will be
2.5” farther back. #3520 C6 Adapter $599

88 & Up AOD

The 88 and newer Ford automatic overdrive transmission (AOD) has
improved lubrication and is more capable of handling the V8. This
trans is both larger and longer than the 3spd and will require the
crossmember to be moved back approx. 1.5”, requiring driveline
modiﬁcation, a possible body lift or modiﬁcation of the transmission tunnel braces. This kit consists of an output shaft, tail
housing and a special spud shaft. Disassembly of the transmission
is necessary for installation and it’s recommended that it be done
by a trained technician.
#3514 80-87 AOD to Dana 20 $550
#3515 88+ AOD to Dana 20 $550

Ford T/C 4-speed

The Ford Top Cover 4-speed, found in 66 and newer Fords, is the
best 4-speed available for all-around driving. The way to spot
this trans is by it’s 10 bolt top cover. The small block 4-speed
from a 289/302 with a 2.78:1 1st gear is the best choice. This kit
comes with a new main shaft splined to accept the stock sleeve
in the transfer case, seals, gaskets and a special bushing to be
installed in your stock V8 3-speed tail section, which requires
minor modiﬁcation. Crossmember doesn’t need to be relocated
and the 3-speed clutch linkage can be kept. A Hurst or our discontinued #2101 4-speed shifter is needed to complete the job.
#3550 4-speed to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $269

Transmission Adapters

NP435 & T18 4-speed

Ford Overdrive 4-speed

This is one of the few ways to get overdrive in a Bronco. In ‘77
Ford modiﬁed it’s T/C 4-speed to have a 3.25:1 ﬁrst gear and a
20% overdrive in 4th. This type overdrive requires our 4-speed
shifter; however, shift lever positions for 3rd and 4th are switched.
Do not use the second type of overdrive trans that has the shifter
on the tailhousing! The third, most common style has a shift cane
coming out of the topcover. It has a heavy duty rear bearing and
is most often found in E150 vans and F150’s. This kit includes a
new output shaft, gasket and seals for use with your stock V8 3speed tailshaft housing, which must be modiﬁed.
#3558 Overdrive to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $349

ZF 5 Speed Adapter

These trannies have been used in F250-F450s from ‘87 to the present
with 300 six cylinders to the Power Stroke Diesel, they can handle
power. With its 5.72 to one ﬁrst gear combined with its overdrive
5th gear, it makes for a perfect daily driver/
weekend wheeler transmission. For adapting
to the Dana 20, look for a 4WD tranny that
was originally behind a 302 or 351W. This
swap will require a custom hydraulic clutch,
driveline modiﬁcation, custom crossmember
as well as a body lift. For T-style Dana 20. J
Patterns will require a custom shifter.
#3680 ZF 5 Speed/Dana 20 Adapter $399
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Shifters

Duffy’s Original 3-Speed Shifter

Stock “three on the tree” column shifters on Broncos have been troublesome
since they left the factory. The stock rods bend causing the neutral gate to go out
of alignment making shifting difﬁcult. Sometimes the release pin on the collar
eggs out, letting you take the shifter with you! Ever have the shifter come off in
your hand? We know many who have! Our 3-speed ﬂoor shifters eliminate those
problems and make shifting fun again! Other shifters run your knuckles into the
dash, so we shortened the throw 4” and added a 1” offset to the right for extra
leg room. Also included is the rubber boot, bezel, walnut knob, decal and white ﬁberglass tunnel cover with screws. Designed to ﬁt a V8, but the rods may be shortened approximately. 2.5” by cutting, overlapping and rewelding to ﬁt the 6cyl.
May be used with the stock transfer case shifter or match it with our transfer case
shifters sold separately.
#2201 73-77 3-Speed (for J-pattern Transfer Case) $329.95
#2202 66-72 3-Speed (for T-handle Transfer Case) $329.95
We now also offer this kit without a Tunnel Cover, as many have one already
or want to do something custom.
#2201NT 73-77 3-Speed (J-pattern), No Tunnel Cover $279.95
#2202NT 66-72 3-Speed (T-handle), No Tunnel Cover $279.95

Individual Shifter Parts
3 Speed Shifter shown with T Pattern transfer case
shifter sold separately

White ﬁberglass tunnel cover with screws, rubber boot
& bezel, walnut knob with decal from our shifters sold
individually.
#2103 3-Speed Tunnel Cover, White $52.75
#2104 Shifter Boot & Bezel $14.50
#2105 Wood Knob, Specify 3-speed, T or J, Twin $11.50 each

Billet Shifter Knobs

Take your ﬂoor shifter to the next level with one of these Brushed Billet aluminum
shifter knobs. CNC’d with the 3-speed ﬂoor shifter pattern. Also available in matching transfer case patterns (see opposite). Threaded 3/8”-16 to ﬁt Duff and Hurst
shifter handles. Can be easily drilled and tapped to ﬁt others. Includes jam nut.
#2161-3 3-Speed $35
#2161-NP NP435 $35
shop 24/7 on our cart site:
www.dufftuff.com

3-Speed Shifter Rebuild Kit
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This is for those of you that have had our shifter for years and now it needs a
little freshening up. Since we’ve been making this kit for over 30 years we realize
that some of you may have a shifter with some worn parts that need replaced.
This kit comes with a new chrome handle, a walnut knob, boot & bezel, shift rods
and rod bushings. The shift rods are threaded at both ends for the best possible
ﬁt and ﬁne tuning. This kit can also be used to convert a worn out 3 speed Hurst
linkage to one like ours. Handle is offset to the right to increase legroom and is
shorter so your knuckles don’t hit the dash.
#2300 3-Speed Shifter Rebuild Kit, Specify J or T Pattern $110

Transfer case Shifters

“T” Pattern
Transfer Case Shifter

Eliminate the T handle jamming in your 66-72
Bronco with our bolt in replacement shifter. It
utilizes oilite bushings for long lasting trouble free
operation. A perfect match to our 3-Speed Shifters.
Includes chrome offset handle embossed with
“Duff’s”, walnut knob, decal, boot and bezel.
#2102 66-72 Bronco $99

“Your products are great. Keep up the
good work, my Bronco works great on and
off the trail.” —B. Zimmerman

Billet Shifter Knobs

Take your shifters to the next level with one of these Brushed Billet aluminum shifter
knobs. CNC’d with the transfer case shifter pattern. Threaded 3/8”-16 to ﬁt Duff and Hurst
shifter handles. Can be easily drilled and tapped to ﬁt others. Includes jam nut.
#2161-T T Pattern Knob $35
#2162 Twin Stick Patterned Knobs $35

T-Pattern Dana 20 Twin Stick Shifter

Tired of ﬁghting that old T- shifter? By separating the shift rails and
using two shifters this kit makes for much smoother shifting. Designed
to match our ﬂoor shifters with chrome handles and walnut knobs.
Requires cutting the ﬂoor board for installation. Unlike others, ours
includes a boot & cover panel for a ﬁnished installation. Works with
either Duff or stock 3 speed.
#2122 T Pattern Twin Stick Shifter $219

Fall Rod Run, Pigeon Forge, TN
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Transfercase Shifters

“J” Pattern
Transfer Case Shifter

Our shifter is a brand new unit with a revolutionary
design. It is spring loaded for smooth shifting and
includes brass oilite bushings which never need lubed,
thus providing long life and trouble free operation for
years to come. Easy to install—simply remove the old
shifter, enlarge the ﬂoor opening and bolt in the new
unit using the original bolt holes. Includes chrome
handle, new bolts, walnut knob, decal, boot and bezel
to match our other shifters.
#2150 J Shifter 73-77 Bronco $199

J-Pattern Dana 20
Twin Stick Shifter

Tired of ﬁghting that miserable J-shifter? By
separating the shift rails and using twin shifters
this kit makes for easier shifting and a variety
of gear options by controlling the power to the
front and rear separately. Matches our ﬂoor
shifters with DUFF stamped chrome handles and
walnut knobs. Requires minor modiﬁcation to
the shift rails and cutting the ﬂoor board for
installation. Unlike others, ours includes a boot
& cover panel for a ﬁnished installation.
#2152 J Twin Stick $199

Billet Shifter Knobs
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Take your shifters to the next level with one of these Brushed Billet
aluminum shifter knobs. CNC’d with the transfer case shifter pattern.
Threaded 3/8”-16 to ﬁt Duff and Hurst shifter handles. Can be easily
drilled and tapped to ﬁt others. Includes jam nut.
#2161-J J Pattern Knob $35
#2162 Twin Stick Patterned Knobs $35

Show & Shine
Lineup @ the
Bronco Super
Celebration held
in Townsend, TN.
Hosted by Bronco
Driver Magazine.
Scenic tours of
Smoky Mountain
National Park
and the Blue
Ridge Parkway
are highlights of
this event. April
14-16, 2011 For
more info visit:
broncodriver.com

Shown with a 2” Body Lift

Detail of shift rail modiﬁcation.

Lokar Shifters also available in
Midnight Finish (black anodized).
Please call for pricing.

Automatic Shifters

Lokar Automatic Floor Shifters

Our “neighbors” here in Knoxville, Lokar has been known for their quality in the
streetrod industry for years. Their automatic ﬂoor shifters are unlike any other on
the market. Their NEW cable operated shifter utilizes a high quality push/pull 1/4”
cable with spherical rod ends. This allows you to mount the shifter on the ﬂoor where
Safety
YOU want it! The Safety Lock-Out button keeps you from accidentally shifting from
Park into reverse or drive gears. We recommend the 12” shifter for optimum clearance Lockout
Button
with the dash and looks alongside the transfer case shifter, but you can special order
other handle lengths or styles. Available for C4, C6 and AOD transmissions.
•Many mounting options
•Neutral safety switch
• Lever adjustments for dash and seat clearance
•360° lever rotation for extra leg room
•Chrome handle with Teﬂon lined brushed aluminum knob for
long lasting smooth operation.
•Gold zinc plated brackets.
•Boot sold separately.
#2370 AOD 12” Lokar Cable Shifter $325.95
#2371 C4 12” Lokar Cable Shifter $299.95
#2372 C6 12” Lokar Cable Shifter $299.95

Lokar
Shifter Boots

Set includes black vinyl boot, polished stainless
or billet aluminum ring and stainless screws.
#2360 Lokar Boot & Bezel $39.95
#2361 Lokar Billet Boot & Bezel $64.95

Looking for other
Lokar Products not
listed? Just call us!
865.938.6696
m-f 10-6 est

Carl Heap of Grants Pass, Oregon
was Jim’s co-driver through
many Baja races. He went on to
own Carl’s 4x4 for many years,
building Broncos, doing mud
drags and more. Then went
on to pilot The Phoenix, the
world’s fastest diesel truck,
a 1943 International K-7 at
over 285 mph. Carl passed
away back in 2004, his son
Travis now has his Bronco.
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